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designed a good network architecture for the cloud and data

Abstract
A variety of approaches have been suggested for data
centers to balance network traffic in recent years. The
network topologies and algorithm can affect the quality of
the network communication. Routing algorithms such as a
global load balancing (GLB) and dynamic load balancing
(DLB) have been proposed. Both use fat-tree topology for
data centers along with first using Software Defined
Networking (SDN) architecture in cloud computing. TCP
congestion window allows limited buffer space for data
centers and cloud at a time. This paper presents a detailed
survey on tasks performed on data centers & cloud
environment and techniques which is used for load
balancing on the network along with some algorithms used

center to handle bulk traffic [1] and use a new scheme to solve
problems which would use multiple transmission path for
transmitting the data over the network. There is one key
problem is: “how to achieve efficient load balancing in data
centers and cloud”. Another related problem in the data
center network is: “how to minimize the latency and maximize
the throughput on the network”. In order to answer above
problems, hardware and software approaches have been
suggested [2]. The hardware approach can be defined in terms
of faster switches, and alternate network topologies. Load
balancing using software defined network should provide
higher bandwidth utilization in existing network. Network
traffic flow scheduling is required to improve the current
approach. The load balancing methods can be broadly

to improve the performance of overall network.

classified into two parts: static load balancing and the
Keywords: Data Center, Cloud Computing, Software Defined
Networking, Network Load Balancing, Virtualization.

dynamic load balancing [3]. All application servers run as a
guest on Virtual Machine Monitor/hypervisor that provide the
facility for resource sharing on cloud and data centers, which

Introduction
In recent years, the services on the internet has become widely
higher and the number of users has increased significantly.
The data center may provide variety of services to people;

transforms a huge collection of interconnected commodity
hardware data into cloud infrastructure with high availability,
flexibility, predictable performance, reliability, and security
[4].

therefore, data centers play very important role in the internet
services nowadays. Various authors proposed that they have
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1.1 Centralized SDN Architecture: This network has only

control and generate new forwarding rules for switches.

one controller and multiple switches, hence load balancing

Software define network (SDN) is changing the way network

problem primarily focuses on servers and links to control and

is

manage the traffic on the network. It also adjusts link and

characteristics: 1. How to handle and forwards traffic

servers dynamically according to load.

according to decisions and 2. An SDN build up that controls

When more than one process shares same resources using

multiple data-plane components, network data-plane resources

resource sharing system, which allocated some resources then

(i.e. routers, switches, and other middle boxes) and well-

the system is considered for load balancing, which produce

defined application programming interface (API). OpenFlow

efficient and reliable system utilization. In SDN OpenFlow

[6] switches have one or more tables of packet i.e. handling

uses different scripting language that manages all the

laws. Each law is matching a subset of traffic and execute

hardware switches, routers and unified interface on the

certain actions on that traffic: actions include dropping,

hypervisor network [5]. It allows control of switches, flexible

forwarding or flooding. All the rules are installed by a

routing policies without being encountered in complex switch-

controller application and an OpenFlow controller can behave

by-switch flow table configurations, thus significantly reduce

like a router, firewall, network address translator or something

operations management complexity.

in between.

designed

and

handled.

SDN

has

two

defining

Problems without load balancing
Whenever we talk about huge network, there are many
problems that occur on the network at a time. Sometimes the
network shows performance issues and the long and short
flows are not to be interacting together, therefore network
carried the traffic.
2.1 Queue Buildup [8]: When throughput on the network
device is less then flow of incoming data flow due to long
flow or short flow over time, then data packet incur increase
in latency [8]. The latency is increased as the packets are
queued up in the buffer of the networking device and this is
termed as Queue Buildup. This affects the network
performance and degrades QOS over the data center and

Figure 1: Architecture of SDN network

cloud.
Open flow is a protocol that is used in SDN, which makes the
control plane and data plane separated. Traditional switches
are used to forward data packets which is determined by the
controller. In the OpenFlow network, controller can control
the

switches,

and

modified

and

or upgraded

using

programming insight, the common popular programming
language of controllers are: C++, java and python, etc.
Because of this, openflow network is much more flexible to

2.2 Incast [8]: If multiple flows using same interface to
transfer the packets, then for some short periods packets are
queue up and the maximum buffer utilized on the network.
Incast will probably degrade the performance over the
network, miss the aggregator deadline and left out the final
conclusions.
If we want to resolve this problem, we can increase the
number of partition and bandwidth, this way we can improve

upgradable, in this way openflow networks can be updated to
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the performance on the network and decrease the possibility

static load balancing algorithm [21,22]. It contains predefined

of packet drop.

rules for balancing load over the network, and they do not

2.3 Buffer Overflow [8]: Data centers manage long flow (it

react according to the network state, that is fixed set of criteria

contains high latency and low bandwidth) and short flows (it

for the network.

contains low latency and high bandwidth) on the network,
whenever large number of packets come in the network, the
network is not able to handle and drop some packet due to
overflow on the buffer space and long TCP flows make
queues on their interfaces. This is called buffer overflow, as a

3.1.2 Dynamic load balancing: It depends only on the
previous knowledge and current state of network and it reacts
according to network load and distributes network load
according to the current state of the network. Which try of
optimize the use of network resources dynamically.

result network is unable to handle any more traffic.
There are two prime SDN Architectures, that manage network
Motivation

load as shown in fig-4, which can be divided in two categories

Cloud computing is one of the techniques which is used by

i.e. Centralized Single Control and Distributed Multiple

people to deal with huge data transfer from one network to

Control.

another. The congestion control algorithm used to mitigate the

Architecture can further be subcategorized into Data Plane

congestion over the network and minimize the packet loss.

and Control plane. It is used for Balancing the load according

TCP congestion control protocols are not alone sufficient to

to controller and according to flow of Data as well. Data Plane

achieve high throughput and low latency over data center

handle Link Load Balancing and Server Load Balancing. The

network with minimizing packet losses. In this paper we are

Distributed multiple control architecture is subcategorized

discussing load balancing, which is a technique to deal with

into Flat Architecture and hierarchical Architecture. It helps to

various traffic profiles and used by SDN architecture to

explore new dimensions of load balancing.

Centralized

Single

Control

Load

Balancing

improve the performance of the network which also make the
efficient way to transfer data packets over the network.

Figure 4. Load balancing Architecture
Figure 3. Load Balancing
Literature survey:

3.1 Classification of load balancing

DCTCP [8] publish in 2010, gave the description for data
3.1.1 Static load balancing: According to previous

communications in data centers and workload characterization

knowledge of system’s resources and application, we can use
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and performance impairments (Switches, incast, Queue

accommodate modification to set new goal that how to avoid

Buildup, Buffer pressure) [8] and proposed three algorithms:

incast. This paper uses the avoidance method and fixed a

1. Simple marking at the switch: It is defined the process

maximum number of present connections and a predefined

which mark on the arrival packet and give the instructions for

fixed value. Previously some researchers used serialization

destination address.

method for modification [16] but this paper suggested a fix

2. ECN-ECHO [8] at the receiver: DCTCP and TCP receivers

number (n) of connections in every set. It used NS-2 simulator

are different but both work in same manner. Whenever

to simulate improvement of network performance and further

packets are sent or received, packet has its own unique

reduced the problem of incast.

identity that are used to get the information about packets
where to send. It makes the process simple and reduce the
load on the network and improve performance.

Tuning ECN for Data Center networks by HAITAO WU [17]
analyses network behavior while ECN on and off and tuning
of ECN for the DCN. ECN basically identify probability of

3. Controller at the sender: It is used to control few things

Queue buildup over the buffer, which is eventually helpful in

such as how to maintain the queue length, congestion window

handling or avoidance of network congestion. This paper

when queue build-up occurs. It also helps to manage network

considers three types of flows: 1) Long Flow 2) Short Flow 3)

traffic and control processing.

Background Flows.

DCTCP also rectify some issues like queue buildup, buffer
pressure and Incast defined earlier. Paper focuses on real time
application like Google search; whenever we search any topic
it gives multiple results while searching queries. Soft real time
application generates diverse data of short and long flows.
Before DCTCP, TCP also uses few things that are modified in
DCTCP like “High throughput, High burst tolerance and large
flows” etc. DCTCP gives some algorithms which already

1) Long flows are less in count and persist for longer duration
of time, which deliver large amount of data over the network.
2) Short flows are large in number and try to deliver small
amount of data as soon as possible and persist for smaller
duration time over the network.
3) Background flows are managerial flows, which maintain
the data center and make available to users for task. They are
continuous in nature and remains the same.
Author analyses that larger ECN threshold increase the

being used to enhance performance compared to TCP.

throughput but degrades the network performance by queue
DCTCP shows firstly it gives 6000 severs and analyses about

buildup whereas smaller ECN threshold decreases the

production of traffic and divide the network in layers like

throughput also give false congestion alarms in some cases.

partitions/aggregator.

for

ICTCP [26] presents the incast congestion control for DCN,

improvement of network. ECN [8] use to gives the

it defines incast congestion on the network and gives incast

notification on the system that network is overloaded now it

congestion-based algorithms to resolve this problem. There

cannot handle more data, even if sender send more data packet

are four part 1) Control Trigger 2) Pre-Connection Control

then data packets may drop.

Interval 3) Window Adjustment on single the network. 4)

Again, DCTCP take 6000 servers and put in 150 racks and

Fairness Controller for Multiple connections: whenever

each rack hold 44 servers that is used 1GBPS Ethernet then

multiple TCP connection used for jobs at the same time

check the results for high burst tolerance and large flows.

throughput increase on network and provide some space for

After the analysis it turned out that there were 80%-90%

independent task.

performance enhancement as compared to TCP. After

1) Control Triggers: In this paper control trigger used quota

DCTCP initial release, DCTCP improved and redefined to

for available bandwidth that increase the receiver window for

DCTCP

also

used

ECN
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all incoming connection according to higher throughput, and

connection.it also helps to differentiate measured and

time is divided into slots. After then firstly measured total

expected throughput over the receive window.

traffic receive and use slot for calculate the bandwidth

b) Expected throughput: representation of the

according to quota.

throughput which is expected over the network, it is

2) Pre-Connection control interval is representing the

only constrained according to receiver window.

estimated throughput for TCP connection and measured the

4) Fairness Controller for Multiple Connections: whenever the

achieved throughput for RTT and ICTCP use 2*RTT for

bandwidth is small on that receiver interface meanwhile the

window adjustment over the network.

larger receiver window connection is decreased for achieve

3) Window Adjustment on single connection defines about

the fairness.

throughputs:

ICTCP used NDIS driver on the windows for measurements

a) Measured throughput: representation of the

and results

throughput which is measured over the network. it

✔

✔

✔

[8]

Tool

n

Simulatio

overflow

Buffer

n control

✔

Congestio

Load

✔

build-up

incast

2010

Queue

year

DCTCP

balancing

Name of paper

Goals

Algorithm

helps to represent current requirements over TCP

1)Simple Marking at the switch, Evaluate
2)ECN-Echo

at

the

by

receiver, generated

3)Controller at the sender.

benchmark

from

traffic
measurement.
✔

Tuning
ECN

✔

1) Congestion Control Algorithm.

for 2012

Evaluated by intent
queue-based ECN

DCN[17]
ICTCP

2012

✔

✔

✔

✔

[26]

1)Control trigger, 2) pre-connection
control interval, 3)Window adjustment NDIS driver on the
on

single

connection,

4)Fairness Windows OS.

controller for multiple connections.
✔

TCP

✔

✔

1)

Modified

DCTCP

Congestion

improvem

Avoidance,

ents

2) Dynamic delay ACK timeout

for 2013
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DCN[24]

M21TCP

calculation.

✔

2015

✔

✔

[25]

1) Router/Switch
2) Receiver Operation

NS-3

3) Sender Operation

Table1: Comparisons Between Congestion monitoring and handling

TCP improvements for Data Center Networks [24] shows

congestion and make the network flow smooth. One more

the improvements of data center network, it modified DCTCP

algorithm (dynamic delayed ACK timeout calculation) [28]

algorithms to improve network performance and reduce

used to decrease the possibility of packet loss and increased

congestion using OmNet++ simulator. It also proposed some

the packet flow. When network shows timeout condition then

algorithm for modification in previous method and describe

packets are lost, whenever network shows maximum flows

modified congestion avoidance: if maximum number of

then this method gives a fix buffer size for each window and

packets flow in one window then network is congested and

improve the performance of the network.

flow is minimum network. In normal condition this algorithm
is used to increase the buffer space and decrease the

Congestion

Methods of selecting Simulation/

Mechanism monitoring method paths
Freeway [32]

Sending

rate

at Least

Evaluation

Emulation
congested

Controller polls switches controller

in Based

on

self-made Outperform ECMP

simulator for FAT-TREE
topology.

CONGA [30]

Sending

rate

using Least congested in record

Based on OmNeT++

MPTCP in Throughput

Switch records
MPTCP [34]

CLOVE [31]

TCP-

Based

using Less congested: Redirect to Based

on

self-made It performed path TCP

modification

an under-utilized path

simulator.

throughput.

ECN using TCP

Weighted round-robin

Based on NS-2 Simulator. CLOVE-ECN
Outperform.

Rep-Flow

--

Round-Robin

[29]

Based on NS-3 simulator it’s

achieved

good

for distributed congestion. performance to Pfebric in
flow completion time.

Tiny-Flow

--

Round-Robin

Based on NS-3
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[27]

to

ECMP

in

flow

completion time.
Fastpass [33]

Sending

rate

at Integrated

method: Based on real Physical it performed end-to-end

Controller polls switches Determine the path and Network.
sending

time

for

latency.

each

packet
Localflow [28] Sending

rate

using Integrated

Switch records

method: Based on real Physical It performed symmetric

Distribute aggregate flows

Network.

and asymmetric scenarios.

Table2: Comparisons Between Congestion monitoring and handling

M21TCP [25] represents some improvements and shows

A SURVEY Released in 2017 on Load Balancing in SDN, It

better results as compared to DCTCP. M21TCP used divide

defined several Load Balancing strategies and how to improve

and conquer method to split the data in small packets and send

the performance of the SDN network. Load balancing is a

all the information from our sender which manage all the

problem that create some impairments on the network. It

information about data and send to receiver. Paper also

shows different types of load balancing architecture their

presents throughput reduction, which fix some time slots for

advantages and disadvantages. This paper shows the

getting and sending information and a timing system has been

comparison between cloud computing and virtualization and

completed its own process if the process fails to comply with

further explains load distributions and types of load balancing.

any conditions therefore it represents time delay in resulting

It then describes techniques to improve the network

process. This technique actually used to improve incast

performance and manage network load over the network

problem and make improve performance. M21TCP represent

which is used by SDN and also established load balancing

a algorithm and it has 3 parts:

algorithms, making the architecture of load balancing as

1) Routes/Switch operation: it is used to measure regularly on

shown earlier.

network to calculate MCW, and modification of TCP packet,

In 2018 a survey released Load Balancing in Data Center

and whenever congestion is increases on receive window.

Networks: A Survey trying to find the solution of the load

2)Receiver Operation: in this operation if MCW receive
encoded ACK, then it sends back delayed ACKS. MCW used

balancing problem and some given different theories and
conclusions which contributed in improvement in completion
time of flows, bandwidth utilization, power consumption,

latest received packet used in ACK.

traffic analysis and different kind of mechanisms[26] that are
3) Sender Operation: third and last part of algorithm that show

shown in this paper and also defined different results about

the major difference between TCP and M21TCP that is

flow, energy, traffic, completion time etc. and also shows

M21TCP is always use TCP for sends the packets in particular

mechanisms which compares different factors, evaluation

limit, it is router based and improve the incast problem and

methods, approaches and performance. It shows data center

get the aim by some graphical results.

network architectures such as fat-tree, B-cube, Cam-Cube
topologies [26], that helps to control traffic, manage packets
and improve the overall network performance.
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Patel, B. Prabhakar, S. Sengupta, and M. Sridharan, “Data
TCP

(DCTCP),”

CONCLUSION

Center

This paper represents survey on some techniques and

Communications Review,vol. 40, no. 4, pp. 63–74, Aug.

algorithms to improve the performance of cloud and data

2010.[Online]Available:http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/1851275.1

centers with improving the throughput and balancing network

851192

traffic. It also represents the virtualization techniques which,

[9] V. Vasudevan, A. Phanishayee, H. Shah, E. Krevat, D. G.

define how to divide large amount data in small chunks on the

Andersen, G. R. Ganger, G. A. Gibson, and B. Mueller, “Safe

host and how hosts manage traffic on the virtual machine

and

monitor. Data centers handle large amount of data. Load

Datacenter

balancing, reducing response time and huge data transfer cost

Communications Review, vol. 39, no. 4, pp. 303–314, Aug.

are key challenges in the cloud and data centers to improve

2009.

the performance of system and which have been compared

[10] P. Prakash, A. Dixit, Y. C. Hu, and R. Kompella, “The

and shown about some popular mechanism and methods. Still

TCP Outcast Problem: Exposing. Unfairness in Data Center

there is always a scope of improvement.

Networks,” in Proceedings of the 9th USENIX Conference on

effective

Networked

Fine-grained

Communication,”

Systems

Design

SIGCOMM

TCP

Retransmissions

SIGCOMM

and

Computer

for

Computer

Implementation,

ser.

NSDI’12. Berkeley, CA, USA: USENIX Association, 2012,
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